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Email to the city administrators for objection to PPD 292

Deborah Lynn (dr.aeDoranlynn@gmail.com)

holly.wolcott@lacity.org patrice.lattimore@lacrty.org alan.alietti@lacity.org 

Sunaay, September 15 2019, 10:02 PM PDT

From

To

Date:

Dear Sirs and Madams of the LA city Council in charge of parking permitting

I am a resident of the neighborhood of Brentwood Glenn My address is 11415 Aibata Street. I am writing 
to strongly oppose making our streets preferential parking (PPD 292) There are many reasons for my 
opposition. I will list them here
1. In all the years I have lived in Brentwood Glenn I have never once had difficulty finding a parking space I 
observe that all my neighbors on my street dc not have problems finding parking. My neighbors have never 
complained. There is not a general feeling that this is needed This is not a high traffic neighborhood. It is a series 
of dead-end streets There are no attractions to our neighborhood for people to park here.

There is some what I would call paranoid ideas that people that wor« at UCLA or hotels park cars in our 
neighborhood. I have never seen this. There is no proof of this Furthermote UCLA and hotels are a gooa 30-60 
minute walk from our streets in the Glen. This idea is fraught with paranoia

2 Most of us in the Glen are on fixed incomes It will be a huge financial burden for me to pay hundreds of dollars 
a year to cover all the permits for my cars and those of my family members and household helpers that often 
come to help me in any given week. This will be an enormous buraen for me
3. The way our neighborhood council leaders accumulated enthusiasm tor this measure has been at its worst a 

hostile and coercive process, based on misinformation. Our council leaders took it upon themselves to talk tc 
neighbcs and either downplay all the consequences that prefemed parking would have or overplay worries about 
crowded parking Many people reported just signing the petition because it "sound like a good idea" when the 
council members just simply explained "wouldn’t you like preferred parking-?” The details of the burden of the 
expense to all of us were not fully disclosed at the time they gathered signatures. There was no one with them to 
educate our neighbors about an opposing view They scared and intimidated people by telling them that since we 
live close tc UCLA and the veterans hospital, there would be people parking unwanted vehicles on our streets. 
They also cited an example of at some point there was construction being done across Sunset Boulevard and 
construction workers parked in our neighborhood. Apparently this caused congestion on Church Lane for a period 
of time. There was no proof of this, and that construction is now many years past.
A. There are many people against this in the neighborhood and it is largely unwelcome and seemingly a pet 
project of our council members, which does not represent all of us fairly.

5. I view this as a fax imposed on many who cannot afford more taxation.

6. I do not want the added congestion of parking attendant cars driving around my streets where my chilcren are 
playing The neighborhood counsel members who like this idea, have posed the parking attendants as security 
guards. Thus, many are under the false idea tnat parking attendants driving around looking for parking violations will 
be keeping out streets safer This is untrue.

Please do not iet this happen in my neignborhood.

Yours sincerely 
Dr. Lynn
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